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Cultural Events Sportz Events
Dance Cricket 

Quiz Carrom

War of the DJs Football

Singing & Live Band Tug of War

Digital Marketing

(incl. Product

Photography)

Board Games

Fashion Show LAN Gaming

Open Mic/ Stand Up Chess

Art Attack Arm Wrestling

Filmmaking Treasure Hunt

Dare To Win On-Spot Games

EVENTS



DANCE

Rules:

There are 3 categories in the dance competition:

 a) Solo     b) Couple     c) Group

Solo Category

The event shall comprise of elimination and final round.

Time Limit: 2 minutes

15 Male & 15 Female participants will be shortlisted for

the final round.

Couple Category 

Time Limit: 2 minutes and 30 seconds

Couple Dance –Direct final Round (No elimination

round)

Group Dance Category 

Group Dance –Direct final Round (No elimination

round)

Team Composition: Min. 4 & Max. 10 members.

Time Limit: 3 minutes and 30 seconds



DANCE

Common Rules for all Categories:

If any participant exceeds the time limit, he/she/they

will be automatically disqualified.

Age limit for all categories is 18 to 28 years.

All participants are required to submit their music in

Pen drive two days prior to the event, with their names

and registration numbers written clearly on it.

If Song track is not received on time, participant will not

be allowed to perform on stage.

Participants shall dance only on the stage in the area

allocated to them and NOT ON THE RAMP, or else they

will be disqualified.

There will be elimination rounds for Solo and Couple

Dance.

ENTRY FEE: 
SOLO: RS. 200/- 
COUPLE: RS. 400/-
GROUP: RS. 500/-



Rules - 

Team composition: 2 members. ( Members cannot be

changed)

Elimination Round:

All teams need to participate in a written elimination

round, out of which 6 teams will be shortlisted for the

final round.

The written elimination round shall comprise of 30

objective type questions and the time given will be 30

minutes.

Rules - Final Round:

There shall be 4 rounds as follows: General Round,

Audio/Visual round, Technology & Innovation round,

“Choose an area” round

During the final round there will be a 'buy out' of the

answered questions. 

Details will be given at the time of the quiz.

The organizer’s decision shall be final and binding on

all the teams

QUIZ

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- 



WAR OF DJS
Rules - 

Participation: Individual.

Each participant will be given 10 minutes for

performance. ( 2 minutes setup + 8 minutes  

performance)

The organizers will provide the following: CDJ900 and

DJM 700 Mixer, Player and speakers.

The participants should carry their own music

collection in pen drive (*.MP3 OR *.WAV format).

With last 20 seconds remaining, a signal to stop will

be given and the performing participant should leave

the stage keeping the last track playing. The next

participant will take over the session by mixing the

track.

The participants may use props during their

performance but must ensure that their props and

performance are decent.

Premixed music, dangerous or hazardous material is

not allowed on the stage.

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 500/- 



SINGING & LIVE BAND

Singing - Rules:

There are two categories in the Singing 

        Competition:

    a) Male Solo (Hindi)    b) Female Solo (Hindi) 

Elimination Round:

Maximum time for Singing (including prelude) will be

1.5 minutes.

Rap is NOT allowed.

A total of 10 participants shall be shortlisted for the

finals (5 from ‘Male Solo’ category & 5 from ‘Female

Solo’ category).

Final Round:

There will be two rounds - Participant’s Choice Round

and Judge's Choice Round.

In the Judge's Choice Round, the participant will be

asked to sing any song based on a certain

mood/emotion (romantic/patriotic/sensual/life

philosophy etc.)

Participants will have to sing their songs on orchestra

provided by the organizers.



Band - Rules:

Team Composition: Max. 4 members.

Total 6 minutes (including setup) will be given for the

elimination round

Total 8 minutes (including setup) will be given for the

final round.

All the instruments should be arranged by the teams

themselves.

There should not be any kind of vulgarity during the

performance.

Age Limit : 16 to 25 years ( College students only) 

SINGING & LIVE BAND

ENTRY FEE: 
SINGING: RS. 200/-

BAND: 400/- 



DIGITAL MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

Rules:

Team Composition: Min. 2 & Max. 6 members.

The participants are required to prepare a digital

marketing campaign for the product on a specific theme.

The participants will be provided a sample product and a

theme for campaign on 27th January 2024

Digital marketing campaign should consist of the

following:

One reel of less than 1 min. 

Short video of 1 to 5 min.  

Product photographs with captions. 

Participants are required to promote the campaign

through Instagram & YouTube with hash tags provided to

them with the product and theme.

Participants will be evaluated on the basis of the number

of views, likes, comments and shares received till 3rd

February, 2024, 6 pm. 

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- PER TEAM



Rules - Elimination Round:

All participants are requested to report 2 hours before the

event.

Teams are requested to submit the music track in a pen

drive, two days before the event (kindly mention your

Group Name, Round Name, Contact No. on it).

Time allotted for each round will be 3 minutes per team.

The participating teams have to follow the themes as per

rounds given below:

Theme : Instaglam 

Rules - Final Round:

A total of 10 teams will be short-listed for the final round.

Teams are requested to submit the music track in a pen

drive, two days before the event. (kindly mention your

Group Name, Round Name, Contact No. on it).

Time allotted for each round will be 3 minutes per team.

The participating teams have to follow the themes as per

rounds given below:

Round I: Luminous Celebration

Round II: Night Club Extravaganza 

FASHION SHOW



General Rules:

In case the pen drive does not function during the event,

due to any reason, the committee members will not be

held responsible.

The teams are requested not to use any kind of harmful

or dangerous objects/weapons/fire or inflammables

during their performance.

The teams are requested to dress themselves decently

as per the theme chosen by them and the competition

should not be confused with a fancy dress competition.

After the performance, the teams are requested to clear

the stage and take their props/belongings along with

them.

Team Composition: Min 8 and Max. 12 members.

FASHION SHOW

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 1000/- PER TEAM



ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- 

Rules Elimination Round:

Participation: Individual.

The participant can perform standup comedy, mimicry or

storytelling. Singing and poetry are not allowed.

In the elimination round the participants will be performing

in front of the judges only.

The language used should not be abusive.

The participant must ensure that the religious and political

sentiments of people should not be hurt. 

Total time allowed would be 3 minutes.

The language shall be only English or Hindi.

 Rules Final Round:

The finalists will have to perform on the same piece which

they have performed in the elimination round.

The finalists would be performing in front of a wide

audience.

The participant must ensure that the religious and political

sentiments of people should not be hurt. 

Total time allowed would be 5 minutes.

The language shall be only English or Hindi.

OPEN MIC



Rules :

Team Composition: Minimum 3 members, Maximum 8

members

Round I: Painting – Anime/ Illusory/ Coffee Painting/

Liquid Art

 The teams will be provided with 2 chart papers.

 Time allotted to each team for the first round shall

be 2 hours.

 The teams can use various water/poster colors, oil

based colors, papers, fabric, spray paints, glitters,

coffee etc.

 The teams are supposed to bring their own paints,

colors, brushes, coffee, accessories, etc.

ART ATTACK



Round II: Wall Art – DIY

The teams have to bring their own Art and Craft Material

Time allotted to each team shall be 2 hours.

The wall should consist of everything DIY – no nails should

be used on the wall

The teams have to give the description about their art to

the judges.

The team can use various water/poster colors, oil based

color, nail paints, spray paints, glitter etc. , on the chart

papers and not on the wall.

The teams are supposed to bring their own paints, craft

papers, colors, brushes, accessories, etc.

(Winners will be decided on the combined score of Round I

and Round II. All the material will be inspected by the

organizers before start of the competition.)

ART ATTACK

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- PER TEAM



Rules:

Team composition: Min 2 cast members (there is no

limitation on number of cast members).

The teams will be required to prepare a short film of

maximum 5 minutes on the given theme and genre. The

same will be disclosed to the teams on 27th January 2024.

The teams will have to use hashtags which will be

communicated to them along with the theme.

The shorts have to be submitted by 31st January 2024 till

6 pm.

The shorts have to be uploaded on YouTube and the

evaluation will be done on the basis of content of shortsas

well as views,likes and comments.

The teams should not use any content which will hurt

public sentiment. Teams using any such content shall be

disqualified.

FILMMAKING

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- PER TEAM



Rules:

Each day, the teams will be given different challenges.

The teams will be required to perform 2-3 different tasks

on each day of Crescendo and the team that wins the

maximum number of tasks will be declared "winner of the

day".

Teams will have to perform all the types of tasks given

below:

Physical Activities – This will include tasks/challenges

requiring physical strength. 

Agility/Spot Thinking – This will include tasks/challenges

requiring mind and body coordination. 

Cerebral Exercise/Tasks - This will include tasks/challenges

requiring mental aptitude and intelligence. 

Event shall be scheduled on all 3 days between 10.00 am

to 3.00 pm.

The team performing the best on all the 3 days shall be

declared as the “winner of the event.”

Team Composition: 5 members per team (Minimum 1

Female)

DARE TO WIN

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 500/- PER TEAM



Rules:

Team Composition: 11 players and 3 extras

The matches will be played with tennis ball (Vicky/Khanna).

Knockout matches will be of 4 overs each.

Semi-final and final match will be of 6 overs each.

During first round and quarter-final matches, only one

bowler can bowl 2 overs and during semi-final and finalk,

only two bowlers can bowl 2 overs each.

All the teams will have to bring their own bats. The

organizers will provide only the ball and stumps. 

In case of a tie, super over will be bowled to decide the

winning team.

The team members will have to wear preferably same

coloured T–Shirts to represent their college/club.

Team members should carry their college/club I-cards &

report 30 minutes before their match.

Umpire’s decision will be the final decision.

CRICKET



Teams engaged in any kind of quarrel or argument with

the organizers or umpires will be disqualified.

All teams are required to report at scheduled time, else

the opposite team will be given a walk-over.

Organizers will have all the rights and power to make

changes in rules and schedule in case any case such

requirement arises. 

CRICKET

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 500/- PER TEAM



Rules:

Team Composition: 2 Members per team

There will be only doubles category.

The elimination round will be of 15 points.

The semi-final and final will be of 29 points.

The organizers will provide striker but the teams can

bring their own striker, if they wish to.

CARROM

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- 



Rules:

Team Composition: 5 members and 3 extras. 

The tournament will be conducted on a knockout basis.

Each knockout match will be of 20 minutes.

The semi-final and final match will be of 30 minutes.

The organizers will provide the football (Size No. 5).

Teams should report at least 1 hour before the

scheduled match time.

If a team does not report on time, walkover will be given

to the other team.

The teams are requested to be in proper football gear

(kit).

The organizing committee will not be responsible for

any injuries that may occur during the match.

Any indiscipline will lead to disqualification of the team.

Referee's decision will be final.

The detailed rules of the game will be explained at the

time of the event.

FOOTBALL

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 500/- PER TEAM



Rules:

Team Composition: Max 8 members (2 Extra member

within the same weight category)

Team Weight : 560 Kg Max. ( Only Boys team) 

All the teams have to bring their own kits (T-shirt, lowers,

sport shoes, etc.).

Each match will consist of maximum 3 rounds (if required).

Winner of the match will be declared on ‘Best of 3’ basis.

Weighing of players will be done before the match.

Extra players can be only used when a team member is

injured.

Sport shoes are compulsory (spikes, studs, heeled shoes

are not allowed).

The players of a team cannot be changed in subsequent

matches.

Organizers will not be responsible for any injuries that may

occur during the match.

If a team does not report on time, walkover will be given

to the other team.

Referee's decision will be the final decision.

TUG OF WAR

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 500/- PER TEAM



Rules:
FIFA 24:

Every participant must bring his/her own head-phones, if
he/she requires.
Each round will be a knockout round. 
Half–length: Knockout matches – 4 min, Semifinals - 5
min. (2 legs), Final –8 min. (2 legs).
Matches will be played in classic mode.

BGMI:
Team composition: 4 Members. 
All the participants must carry their own mobile phones.
No wifi connection will be provided from the college,
participants have to use their own internet connection .
Participants cannot use MOD versions of the game .
If the participants of any team do not report on the given
time then the team will be disqualified.

Battleship :
Every participant must bring his/her own head-phones, if
he/she requires.
Each round will be a knockout round. 

LAN GAMING

ENTRY FEE: 
FIFA: RS. 200 PER PARTICIPANT

BGMI: RS. 200 PER SQUAD
BATTLESHIP: RS. 50 PER PARTICIPANT



Rules:

General Board Games : Ludo, Snakes and Ladders and

Monopoly  

General rules of the game will be followed. 

If the game exceeds the given time limit, the player

having the highest score/ assets shall be considered as

the winner. 

Decision of the Organizers will be final. 

 Participation: Individual 

Exclusive games:  Risk 

BOARD GAMES

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 150/- PER TEAM FOR GENERAL

BOARD GAMES
RS. 100/- PER TEAM FOR EXCLUSIVE

BOARD GAMES



Rules:

Each match will be played for 20 minutes.

Every participant will have to make a move within 30

seconds.

Standard rules of the game will be applicable.

Players have to bring their own chess boards and

pieces.

‘N-pass’ rule will be applicable.

Any participant making 3 illegal moves will be

disqualified.

In case of a tie, the Arbiter’s decision (based on game

played so far) will be final.

Use of mobile phones & other electronic devices inside

the tournament hall is prohibited.

Arbiter’s decision will be binding and final. 

CHESS

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- 



Rules:

Participation: Individual.

Participants will be categorized according to their

weights. The three categories will be:

     a) Weight 60-75 Kg   b) Weight 76- 90 Kg   c) Weight

91 Kg & above.

The competition will be held in a league format.

Start will be with a “GO” just after standard griping

position.

To win, you must touch your opponent’s hand to the

touchpad.

ARM WRESTLING

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 200/- 



Rules:

Team Composition: Min. 5 & Max. 10 members per team.

The teams will be given clues and are required to find

the answers in the allotted time.

The event shall comprise of two rounds - elimination

round and final round 

8 teams will qualify for the final round.

Instructions shall be provided at the beginning of the

event.

TREASURE HUNT

ENTRY FEE: 
 RS. 400/- PER TEAM


